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Whether speaking to business professionals or college students, when Rousawn speaks, it’s electric. 

His humble beginnings, strong work ethic, and his ability to cultivate and nurture relationships have 

enabled him to be a community philanthropist, thought leader and innovative entrepreneur. Having 

overcome his fair share of adversity and obstacles, his out of the box approach to mindset mastery 

has earned him the title of “Mindset Architect”. His talks leave audiences both encouraged and 

motivated to take immediate action on applying his life changing strategy to their personal and 

professional lives. Through masterful storytelling and dynamic humor, Rousawn is able to keep his 

audience fully engaged while providing them with practical solutions for excellence and success.

Become The Architect of Your Mind

Life is ebb & flow — full of experiences and high and lows. As a leader, you can and should expect 

challenges and setbacks to arise. It’s critical for leaders to identify the opportunities through 

perceived obstacles and provide positive output regardless of their situation. That’s how you 

become the architect of your mind. Rousawn teaches this through his life and leadership 

experiences. Cultivating the ability to identify obstacles as opportunities and use adversity to your 

advantage. 

Benefits For Your Members

1.  Inspirational talk, power point presentation, and practical takeaways

2.  Q&A with the Mindset Architect

3.  Five (5) copies of Rousawn’s book, Can I Just Start Over?!: Leveraging  

     Lessons From Past Hardships to Design Your Ideal Future

4.  Book Signing
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For more information, 

please email our team at

info@rousawndozier.com

www.rousawndozier.com

      @RousawnMDozier

            @RousawnDozier

            Rousawn Dozier

Can I Just Start Over?!
addresses head-on the pain 

and trauma of past experiences 

while providing clear and concise ways 

to extract tangible lessons  to propel you forward.
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